POSITION AVAILABLE
We are currently hiring for the General Manager position at Hotel Vandivort
Hotel Vandivort, 305 E. Walnut Street Springfield, MO www.HotelVandivort.com

Hotel Vandivort has taken the lead in business, service, and vision since it’s opening in July 2015. It offers a lively
environment that goes beyond the walls of the hotel. The seat of the leader awaits you. You should be prepared
to share your high-energy leadership style and carry an internal passion for the brand, while creating a
professional culture that reflects who you are when coupled with such a great property.
This is a position of growth, so only ambitious hotel operators will be considered. As an independent boutique
hotel, creative thinking is embraced so the candidate should expect to apply dynamic thinking and entrepreneurial
initiatives to the job.
We hope you like people. If you don’t, there’s no need to apply. Maintaining relationships with our vendors,
associates, and guests is the key to success and is the expectation. Community involvement and participating in
appropriate local/regional marketing efforts is expected in this role. So if you’re not from Springfield, that’s okay,
but prepare to be a strong ambassador for the area if you get the job.
Candidates should possess skills in restaurant/food service management, team development, property operations,
and have a proven track record to execute and problem solve in a detail-oriented customer service environment.
This experienced and confident individual will be expected to manage the operations to maximize profitability,
ensure superior guest service, and product quality. An understanding of community-focused and targeted
marketing plans is important. This candidate should be prepared to direct the maximization of revenue with
anticipation of market shifts, develop and monitor annual marketing plans.
Provide your resume to:

Cory Latourell, IDM Regional Operations Director CLatourell@IDMHospitality.com
2000 Engel Street, Suite 200, Madison, WI 53713

Hotel Vandivort - - Earning its AAA 4-Diamond distinction, this property also received the 2016 Boutique Hotel of the year from BLLA. Inspired by
Springfield’s rich history and culture, Hotel Vandivort capitalizes on its vibrant downtown setting to offer a truly authentic
experience. The hotel features a high level of boutique design and a wide array of amenities. With 50 guest-rooms, including
12 suites and 2 premier suites, each stay at Hotel Vandivort is unique. Originally built as a Masonic Temple, the 110-year-old
structure is steeped in the rich history and tradition of the downtown community. The building is on the National Register of
Historic Places and is designated as a local historic site. We’ve partnered with preservation organizations to reclaim the
building's history and original beauty while creating a thriving social and hospitality venue.
The Order features upscale cuisine in a sophisticated yet approachable atmosphere. Located on the lobby level of the hotel,
the space was designed to create a lively social experience. Just as Hotel Vandivort was created to showcase the best of
Springfield and the Ozarks, the same can be said of the menu at The Order. We are proud to partner with suppliers who share
our vision to conduct business with neighbors, offer uniquely local products and respectfully celebrate the bounties of life in
the Ozarks. Located on the top floor, our historic Vandivort Ballroom is 2,800 square feet and has hosted social events in
downtown Springfield for more than 100 years. With stunning views of downtown and historic Walnut Street, the ballroom will
accommodate up to 200 guests for a meeting or wedding. Located on the lobby level is the 850 square-foot Cornerstone
Room. Providing all the necessities, this space offers flexible seating options, cutting-edge multimedia technology and a large
picturesque window overlooking the iconic giant V, and providing plenty of natural light.

